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California-Specific 
Features and Events
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Thanks, in part, to the “Big Four”…..



features…
 California’s Public Utilities Commission is Constitutionally  - NOT

Legislatively - Based, leading to Greater Independence.

 California Does Not Rely on the National Electrical Safety Code 
but Instead Establishes Unique Overhead Line (GO 95)  and 
Underground Construction (GO 128) Rules.

 California Exercises “Reverse Preemption”  Setting its Own Rules 
Governing Access to the ROW Rather Than Conform to FCC 
Rules Implementing 47 USC Section 224.

 Legal Principle of “Inverse Condemnation” generally 
Applies to governments – in California, it has been 
applied to Public Utilities too!
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events…
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California regulators fine PG&E a record $1.6 
billion in San Bruno blast

The Mercury News
Regulators fine PG&E $8.3M for deadly 
Northern California wildfire

Deadliest Fire in History of the State 
Kills 42 People, Razes 6,500 Homes in 
Paradise Town



Implicates Joint Use Here…
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Select California Public Utility 
Commission (CPUC) Proceedings in 

Detail
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FireMap Rulemaking 
Adds High Fire-Threat District (“HFTD”) To GO 95

 Zone 1 consists of Tier 1 High Hazard Zones (“HHZs”) on the map 
of Tree Mortality HHZs prepared jointly by the United States Forest 
Service and the California Department of Forestry and Fire 
Protection (“CAL FIRE”).  Tier 1 HHZs are in direct proximity to 
communities, roads, and utility lines, and represent a direct threat 
to public safety.  

 Tier 2 consists of areas on the California Public Utilities 
Commission’s Fire-Threat Map (“CPUC Fire-Threat Map”) where 
there is an elevated risk for destructive utility-associated wildfires.  

 Tier 3 consists of areas on the CPUC Fire-Threat Map where there 
is an extreme risk for destructive utility-associated wildfires.  
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Map of the 
High Fire-
Threat 
District
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Reporting and Resolution of Safety Hazards 
Discovered by Utilities 

Changes to Rules 
GO 95, Rule 18

 Prioritizes correction of safety hazards based, in part, on 
whether the safety hazard is located in the HFTD; 

 (ii) utilities must correct within six months a Priority Level 2 
fire risk that is located in Tier 3 of the HFTD; and 

 (iii) utilities must correct within 12 months* a Priority Level 2 
fire risk that is located in Tier 2 of the HFTD.

*Possible future change: “We intend to further consider the efficacy of reducing the timeframe 
for correcting Priority Level 2 fire risks in Tier 2 from 12 months to 6 months”
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Tier 2 and 3 Inspection Requirements for 
Joint Use Poles 
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Intrusive Inspections in the High Fire-
Threat District 

Changes to Rule 80.1 B

 Rule requires a minimum intrusive inspection cycle for 
specified poles that support only overhead 
communication lines in Tier 3 of the HFTD.

 Additional unsolicited change: Communications 
Infrastructure Providers (“CIPs”) no longer have 
discretion to adjust map boundaries.
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 Amendments to GO 95, Rule 37, to increase the 
effective minimum clearance between electric supply 
wires and vegetation for new and reconstructed 
facilities in the HFTD.

 Current Rule 38 allows a 10% reduction on the 
minimum clearances in certain circumstances. The new 
rule allows a reduction of no more than 5% on the 
minimum clearances.

Minimum Clearances of Wires 
From Vegetation or Other Wires



WINDMAP?
Decision Instructs SED to Confer with CAL Fire and Report as 

Follows:

 The development of a statewide fire-wind map, under the 
direction of CAL FIRE, to provide a scientifically sound basis 
for establishing fire-wind-load standards. 

 SED Director shall provide recommendations regarding 
whether and how to proceed with:

 (1) the development and adoption of a statewide fire-wind map,  

 (2) the development and adoption of fire-wind-load standards and 
possibly other fire-safety regulations tied to the fire-wind map, and 

 (3) the adoption of a six-month timeframe for correcting Priority Level 2 
fire risks in Tier 2 fire-threat areas. 
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Rule 18
Settlement Agreement

(Reporting and Resolution of Safety Hazards Discovered by Utilities)

 Modifications regarding notification and documentation of potential violations that one entity has created on the 
facilities of another entity, and of discovered Safety Hazards involving facilities of another entity;

 A requirement that each company describe in its auditable maintenance program the required qualifications for 
company representatives who perform inspections and/or who schedule corrective actions;

 Expanded requirements for information to be included in maintenance records regarding corrective actions for 
potential violations of GO 95 and Safety Hazards;

 Clarification of the definitions of Level 1, Level 2, and Level 3 priority levels assigned to potential violations and 
Safety Hazards, and the addition of a new Appendix I, which includes non-exhaustive lists of typical examples 
of Level 1, Level 2, and Level 3 conditions and of Safety Hazards;

 A reduction in the maximum correction time for general Level 2 conditions, from 59 months to 36 months;

 maximum correction time of 60 months for Level 3 conditions, with specified exceptions included in the new 
Appendix J that may be corrected as opportunity-based maintenance. A company may request Commission 
approval of additional exceptions
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WildFire Mitigation and Related 
Proceedings

 De-Energization Rulemaking 
 Notification requirements?
 Triggers
 Cost v benefits

 What are “critical” infrastructure?
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Wildfire Mitigation continued
 WildFire Mitigation/System Hardening

 Undergrounding

Who Pays for all of this?
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The Pole Database Proceeding
 Commission President Envisioned a single “one stop shopping” 

pole database where inspections, citations, and attachment 
applications could be done instantaneously.

 Appears to focus now on examining data access 
available in existing databases

 3 phases:
 Track 1(see next slide)
 Track 2 (pole attachment data)
 Track 3 (underground conduit)
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Track 1 “Low Hanging Fruit”: Within one year of a Commission order, 
the major pole owners (AT&T, Frontier, PG&E, SCE, and SDG&E) 
must make the following pole data available in electronic format, 
either in real time or within one business day:

 Unique identifier of pole;

 Pole location information (e.g., GIS coordinates and/or address)

 High fire threat district and tier category

 Pole length, class, and material

 Pole installation date

 Name of any other joint owner(s); percentage ownership of each joint owner(s)

 Intrusive test data:  date of last test and test result

 Number of pending attachment application(s) (if any) and/or make-ready work (if available)

 Notice of any pending pole replacement/reinforcement and date (if available)

 Buddy pole info:  identification of incomplete pole transfer situation, date of second pole install, identification of parties with 
attachments on old pole (if available). 
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Pole Access “BIAS*” 
Proceeding

 Timelines for Approval of attachment request to IOU 
Poles

 Should Pole Associations Be Subject to CPUC 
Oversight?

 Should IOUs be Required to sell (rather than lease) 
space on poles?

* Broadband Internet Access Service
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Pole Access Proceeding continued
 Unauthorized Attachments:

Penalties for Unauthorized Attachments: Edison and PG&E say the penalty should 
be increased from the current $500 to $25,000 per unauthorized attachment consistent 
with the penalties in PU Code 2107.

Attachers say its often a “record-keeping” issue. 
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Pole Access continued

 Expansion of ROW Access Rights and Rules to 
Wireless and Cable Antennas

 OTMR: All communications providers (except for Cable) voiced support for the 
FCC’s OTMR rules. Google supports OTMR but expressly opposes “right-touch make ready." 
Public Advocates and TURN support an “optional” OTMR process and ask the commission to 
consider including pole top antennas into OTMR. PG&E and Edison say OTMR touching of 
IOU facilities is unacceptable. Edison says OTMR raises issues regarding unionized labor.

 “Test and Treat” Performed by Communications providers.

 Buddy Poles
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History and Status of Fines
 Historically, the full Commission, not staff, Could 

impose fines.

 Resolution SED 3 Delegated Citation Authority to Staff.

 Infrequently used, though Safety Enforcement Division (Staff) imposed a fine 
of $8 Million against SCE – the maximum SED is authorized to assess – for 
categorizing a missing insulator nut on a crossarm supporting a 12 kV conductor as 
a “Level 3” “acceptable safety and/or reliability risk.”The line sagged below required 
clearance and an ATV hit the line injuring the driver and others who stopped to 
help. 

 SED has yet to significantly exercise its citation authority over communications 
providers.
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 Accessibility

 Need for Equivalent ”Design Factors”

 Cost

 Fire Characteristics

 Public Perception: “Steel Strong and Fireproof, Wood 
Weak and Burns”
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Steel poles are not solid steel, but are thin-walled structures, 
and must be appropriately designed, similar to wood

via NESC member



Is There an NESC in California’s 
Future?

 Cost, Complexity and Need for Accuracy is leading 
California regulators and utilities to revisit the issue.

 CPUC Staff preparing “white paper” on NESC versus 
GO 95.

 GO 95/128 Rules Committee (consensus-based 
industry group) is examining NESC’s “LRFD” 
methodology as a replacement for GO 95’s ”ASD” 
Safety-Factor-Based Method and GO 95’s “Will Not 
Fail” rule (GO 95, Rule 48).
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Slide by Dr. Larry Slavin



Questions
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